UNIVERSITY OF KERALA

(Abtract)

Registration leading to the award of Ph.D Degree- Extension of last date of various research activities in the wake of continuing difficulties of COVID-19 pandemic- Approved - Orders issued

Ac E I

3053/2020/UOK Dated: 04.10.2020

4. Request submitted by Smt. Reny Skaria, Research scholar in English
5. Item No.B7 of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Academics & Research held on 15.09.2020

ORDER

Considering the difficulties brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, University order was issued extending last dates prescribed for various research activities which falls within the period of lockdown imposed by the Government to 31.07.2020 vide U.O read as (1) above which was further extended to 31.08.2020 vide U.O read as (2) above and to 30.09.2020 vide .

The Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Academics & Research held on 15.09.2020, vide paper read as (5) above considered the continuing situation of pandemic and recommended that the general extension of the time granted upto 30.09.2020, in case of all research activities except for new registration, be extended upto 30.11.2020.

The Vice-Chancellor has approved the above recommendation in exercise of the provisions contained in section 10(13) of the Kerala University Act, 1974.

Sanction has therefore been accorded by the Vice-Chancellor for the extension of last dates stipulated for various research activities except applying for new registration upto 30.11.2020, subject to reporting to the Syndicate.

Orders are issued accordingly.

Sd/-
MINI G.
DEPUTY REGISTRAR
For REGISTRAR

To
1. The Heads of all University Teaching/Research Departments/Research Centres.
   (to be downloaded from the website www.research.keraluniversity.ac.in)
2. The PS to VC/PVC
3. The PA to Registrar/ CE / FO
4. The Director Research
5. The Director Computer Centre
6. The PRO / Reception Officer
7. Ac.EII/ Ac.EV/ Ac.EVI / Ac.EVII
8. Office Copy

Forwarded / By Order

Section Officer